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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the Parents Toolshop “Group Facilitator” Instructor Video Training program.

It took years for Parents Toolshop Consulting to develop a distance-learning program that the Standards &
Practices Committee would accept. Their top priority — always — is to maintain the quality, integrity and
outstanding reputation Parent’s Toolshop parenting instructors. They wondered how this could happen if we didn’t
meet future instructors face-to-face. With today’s technology and our willingness to invest our time and resources
in you, we believe we’ve found the perfect blend of quality and convenience. We hope you agree. 

Review of the Group Facilitator Certification Video Training Process

Upon receiving your video training kit, you will:
1. Watch the videos (filmed in Dayton in March, 2001) 

a. Complete this workbook while watching each video, handwrite your answers in ink in the book.
b. The workbook format is fill-in-the-blank, so if you are paying attention, you should easily know the

answer — the instructor says it in the video!

c. Pause the tape after the video group reads practice exercises, to write your own answer. Then watch
the group's discussion and jot down any reactions/comments you have to the discussion. 

2. You will have a "Processing" Interview with the GF Certification Liaison after every 2 tapes 

a. Processing interviews last up to one hour each and address any questions you might have. 
b. The confirmation letter enclosed with the GF Certification videos outlines these deadline dates.

3. After watching all the videos, you will videotape a 20-30 minute practice presentation. 

a. More details about producing this practice video are on page 57, at the end of the workbook.

b. Make your presentation to a group of at least 4 adults. They can be anyone: friends, family, neighbors. 

c. Have each participant complete the "Participant Evaluation" form provided in your kit (loose).

4. When you finish, you will submit: the completed workbook, practice presentation video and related
evaluations and your GF certification forms to your GF Certification Liaison. There is a check list at the end
of this workbook.

5. The GF Certification Liaison reviews your workbook, watches the practice presentation video and completes
an evaluation, recommending the applicant for certification (or indicating areas the applicant needs to
review/improve).

6. PTC returns the completed workbook and practice video with a completion certificate..

7. You begin “initial probation.” A summary of this process is outlined at the end of the video workbook. (See
the Standards & Practices Manual for full details.) 

iiii  Schedule your practice presentation NOW, to occur 5 weeks from now.

Cancellation Policy: If for any reason you change your mind about pursuing GF certification using this video

program, you may return the entire video training packet, in its original packaging in resalable condition within 14

days of the confirmed ship date to receive a refund — minus a $50 interview + actual shipping costs. After 14
days, the training fee is non-refundable but the credit can be applied toward any Parents Toolshop service or
Ambris Publishing product, including an in-person certification training.

LET'S BEGIN!
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GROUP FACILITATOR VIDEO TRAINING

WORKBOOK

Tape #1: Introduction ~ Standards & Practices ~ Getting Started  

Note: Please read the front section of your Group Facilitator Binder before watching these tapes. This is the
very first section in the three-ring binder, entitled “Group Facilitator Training Manual.” Since the Group Facilitator
manual is regularly revised, page numbers may differ from those stated in the video.

Directions for viewing videos: As you watch each video, fill in answers to the workbook’s questions. Handwrite

your answers legibly in blue or black ink – no pencils or light-colored ink, please. You may make additional
notes in the margins as we will return this workbook to you to keep. At the end of each section, there is a space for
you to record any remaining questions you have or any points you’d like to discuss with your GF Certification
Liaison. The end of this manual has directions for submitting your completed materials. 

NOTES              

DAY 1, Introductions Counter: 00:01

1. Your goal is not to become a “Jody clone.” Your goal is to            the material

and find                                                                                .

2. In this training, you will learn how to            and        the skills to             them.

Videotaped Group Participants’ Introductions...during Jody’s introduction ...

3. We are here to support you . . . we don’t want you to feel like you are out there

floundering on your own. Likewise, we are also not going to look over your

shoulder all the time or breathe down your neck. We really want you to take this

and run with it and do what you want with it                                                            

                                                                      

4. Once you receive your certification, you can teach        program based on The

Parent’s Toolshop. 

5. You will learn how to teach a full-length class because any custom-designed

programs you create are essentially                                                                          

                                                                  

Open Your Binder

6. The first part of your notebook explains:                                                                  

                                                                                           

7. The front side of your middle pocket folder contains:                              and

forms you might need              the class.

8. The back side of your middle pocket folder contains forms you might use             

 or            a class. You (circle one) do / do not have to use them all.

9. The back section is:                             . Do you need to follow it exactly? (Circle

one) yes   no
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Standards and Practices (Please note that the manual is being constantly revised.

Some policies and page numbers may not match those stated in the video. When they

differ, refer to the Standards & Practices Manual as the most current policy on an

issue.) Counter: 15:00

10. The S&P Committee is comprised of                      ,                        GFs.

11. A GF’s performance can boost or harm the credibility of                       or              

             , so we all need to be concerned about ethics.

12. Any decisions or actions taken by the committee are taken                                      

                                                          .

13. (Circle one) (Jody / The S&P Committee) usually defers to (Jody / the S&P

Committee).

14. The committee’s ultimate goal is to                                                                          

                                                                                               .

15. Who can nominate GFs for the Outstanding Group Facilitator of the Year award?

            .  Who can be nominated?                                               .

16. The Outstanding Group Facilitator of the Year is chosen based on Outstanding

(circle those that apply): 

a. Program activity or quality of programming

b. Self-initiative

c. The most book sales

d. Representation for Parent’s Toolshop

e. Performance, including skill assessment and evaluation results

f. All the above

17. Every single policy that’s in the S&P manual is only there because                        

                                                                                    .

18. GF classifications tell us                                                                          

19. If the S&P manual is the                 of the law, the Code of Ethics is the                 

    of the law.

20. When you are teaching a Parent’s Toolshop class you are representing (circle all

that apply):

a. The company

b. The book 

c. The author

d. Other GFs 

e. All the above
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21. If you want to change your classification, you can inform PTC (choose one) (by

phone / in writing).

22. To prevent the “copyright police” from preventing you from copying parts of the

book, show them                                                                          

23. GFs who can have their recertification fees waived are: (circle all that apply):

a. GFs who are active and responsible for at least 10 book sales a year.

b. S&P Committee members

c. GF pre-certification liaisons

(Note: a sample Re-certification Application is in the S&P manual.)

Note: refer to first section of binder, “Group Facilitator Training Manual.”

24. You are not allowed to copy and distribute the summary sheets to use as               

                                                              in full-length classes.

25. You (circle one) are / are not required to make parents buy a book, but if you are

teaching a full-length class you do have to                                                               

                                                                                   

26. If you are using the book as your primary resource or are teaching the Universal

Blueprint technique, you must say “                                                                      

” somewhere in your publicity materials. 

27. The benefit of teaching the material in order (whether in a topic series or full-

length class) is that attendees will see how all the skills                                          

                                                                            .

28. Which suggestions can you offer to help parents who have poor reading skills or

little time to read the book?

a. Read the highlighted text, such as bold, italics, text boxes

b. Skip the stories

c. Skip “Tips for Tots or Teens” section if your children aren’t that age.

d. All the above.

29. You can have other GF applicants                                     in your workshops, but

you cannot                                   other instructors. 

Note: in the future, there will be a Trainer-of-Trainers option.
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DAY 1: Questions and Answers

30. In general, for your probationary program and when deciding if you have enough

people to do a program, have a minimum of                  people in attendance.

31. The most effective format for full-length classes is          weeks,           hours each

week.

32. Whenever possible, you want parents to have the opportunity and time to              

                                           before they come to class.

33. The challenge of teaching “high-functioning” parents is that they will                    

                                      , which challenges you to                                                    

                                                                             . 

34. The challenge of teaching “low-functioning” parents is that you need to establish

different goals. Two possible goals are: 

a.

b.

35. Offering an introductory program will reduce                                           ,

increase                       and allow parents to                                             .

36. (Circle one) True    False    You have to teach all the material every time.

37. It’s best to teach                                         before custom-designing short

programs.

38. A good focus for marketing programs for divorced parents is to focus on               

                                                 and                                          .

Resources Available:

39. Check the GF products that are “a must” if you are doing full-length classes.

Note that available products, prices and descriptions may have changed taping.

G GF presentation poster

G Interactive activity packet

G Interactive activity supply kit

G Transparencies

G Skill Assessment Packet

G Topic packets

40. Can you photocopy PTC brochures for your programs? (Circle one)      yes   no   

If not, what can you do?                                                                                            

                                                                             .

41. What is the “dress code” for parent educators? Dress for your                 , unless

you                                                                            .
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Day 1: Part 3 – Getting Started (See the first section of the “Group Facilitator

Training Manual.” Note that page numbers stated in the video may differ.)Counter: 1:32:00
42. Who can get a “graduation” certificate? People who have attended         % or

more of the scheduled hours,                  participated and read the book                  

                      . Otherwise give people a statement of                                               

                                . 

43. In a full-length class, we recommend you close the class after you have covered

Chapter                                                                , so you don’t spend your time

helping new people “catch up” each session.

44. Who decides what fees to charge (circle one) PTC /  the instructor? 

45. We ask you to respect other GFs’                      and not                            with

other GFs.

46. Why should children                attend classes with their parents?

a. It’s distracting for the other parents

b. Other parents resent that they arranged for child care 

c. It is inappropriate for parents to share their parenting complaints in front of

their children

d. All of the above.

Note: not in video: Tell parents children are not allowed due to “liability.”

47. When you are representing Parent’s Toolshop, you need to be clear about your     

                 . If you are a therapist, you (choose one) can / cannot do therapy

during PTC parenting classes. 

48. The larger the group, the more                    you have to be. If you are new to

facilitating groups, limit the group size to about            people. Even if you are

experienced, try to limit groups to less than      to be sure you can manage the

energy and give individualized attention.

49. What are the pros and cons of discussion groups in a living room setting:

a. Pros:                                                                                          

b. Cons:                                                                                         

50. What are the pros/cons of parents and the instructor sitting at table and chairs:

a. Pros:                                                                                          

b. Cons:                                                                                          

51. What are the pros and cons of the instructor standing while the group sits:

a. Pros:                                                                                           

b. Cons:                                                                                           
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52. The most effective presentation skill is to                                                                 

                         .The least effective is       -directional                

53. List at least two (2) ways to incorporate each of the following three learning

styles:

a. See:                                                                                           

b. Hear:                                                                                           

c. Do:                                                                                           

54. Should classes be age-specific if the skills are universal?  (Circle one) yes   no

55. The hardest presentation to give is the                                                      

56. If you have a consecutive week class, try to avoid                     (if there’s a

holiday) and if you have to cancel try to reschedule for                                           

                                                        if possible.

57. If you do a program that is open to the public or uses the name “Parent’s

Toolshop,” please                                           and send us a copy of your

publicity.

58. Are there any remaining questions you have or any points you’d like to discuss

with your GF Certification Liaison?

iiii  Note: Read page 9-18 of your Binder (front section) before watching Tape 2.
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NOTES
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GROUP FACILITATOR VIDEO TRAINING

WORKBOOK

Tape #2: Using, Modeling and Teaching the Universal Blueprint: Chapters 1 – 4

Directions: As you watch each video, fill in answers to the workbook’s questions. Handwrite your answers

legibly in blue or black ink – no pencils or light-colored ink, please. At the end of each section, there is a space
for you to record any remaining questions you have or any points you’d like to discuss with your GF Certification
Liaison. 

During Day 2, participants in the videotaped workshop will read real-life scenarios related to group facilitation

and discuss what they would do/say. After they read the scenario, STOP THE TAPE and write down what your
answer would be. Then listen to the discussion and note any changes in your perspective or answer that resulted
from the discussion you observed. 

NOTES            

Introduction 

59. In consecutive, multi-session classes, you will notice a dramatic difference in

how well your participants understand the material and get through your agenda

if the participants can                               book and read the                                     

     before the first class.

60. You want to reveal to your class that if they                      , you can do less            

                    and they can do more                        , interactive activities and

individual                                               . 

How to Use, Model and Teach . . .Chapter 1: Touring The Parent’s Toolshop~

Counter: 11.11

61.                                          programs are basically, word-for-word, Chapter 1. 

62. During introductions, prevent complaints about ex-spouses, the court, etc. by:

a. Giving them 3 minutes to               and get it out of the way.

b. Acknowledging their                         and letting them know when you will

cover that topic or that they can apply these skills to                 relationships.

c. Separating yourself from being an agent of the                   . 

63. Tell parents your job is #1 to help them                                                                    

     and #2 help them                                           .

64. You do/do not (circle one) need to have all the answers. You do need the              

   to help yourself and the participants                  the answers.

65. You can ask the group to raise their hands as you call out types of relationships

to make the point that they can use these skills in         relationship, because they

are                                  skills. 
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66. The Universal Blueprint is a plan people can                        to their

circumstances and needs.

67. There are (#)                                        possible parenting problems, but each one

will fit within (#)        problem                    .

68. Encourage parents to find their own                             by telling them, “If the

book suggests a way to say something, you do/do not (circle one) have to say it

exactly that way, as long as you                                                                                

                                                                                                                 .”

69. In the overview, summarize what they’ll learn and introduce the house diagram

and how it’s structured. They do/do not (circle one) need to understand what’s in

each toolbox/toolset.

70. Encourage them to use the skills for at least                                                    ,

because not using the skills long enough is one of the (#)           reasons parenting

skills might not work. This is a segue to the                                demonstration.

71. By asking questions                                   can answer, you lead the group to the

point you want to make.

72. Any time you can find something                      that                  can relate to, make

an                 or tie-in to how this is like                     or the point you are making. 

How to Use, Model and Teach . . . Chapter 2: Foundation-Building Toolset

Counter: 27:55

73. If they (parents) recognize their imbalances __________________________,

they may put 2 + 2 together and say “maybe that’s how we got here,” which is

the first step in solving their problems.

74. Use the flip chart to have the group identify their parenting goals.

75. Ask the questions that are the                  in Chapter 2 instead of lecturing points.

76. After you describe each style, go back to                            and ask, “Will this

style help you reach this                  ?” 

77. You want parents to see the                       consequences of each style and come

to their own conclusion that                            is the style that will help them

reach their goals.

78. If someone is resistant to accepting balanced parenting, do/do not (circle one)

stay on this topic until everyone agrees.
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79. If people try to debate you, respond in a way that says, “I’m here to present          

                 . It’s                                       what you do with the information.”

80. Be clear this information is not your                    . It is                          , based on

40 years of research. 

81. Offer the choice of using ineffective skills to get a                    that                        

  their long-term goals or using effective skills to reach a                  that               

their long-term goals.

82. If there’s a factor related to your credibility or that might cause people might

pre-judge you, never                                   . You can mention it                 ,

downplay it, compensate for it through your explanation, or let your                      

     and professionalism speak for itself.

83. Keep boundaries clear when                             . 

84. A leader can also fit into the 5 “parenting”styles. Identify which style the

following descriptions represent:

a. Shove the information down their throats. Style:                                          

b. “My way is the right way” Style:                                          

c. No control, “whatever you want to do” Style:                                          

d. “I want to give you the answers and like you being dependent on me.”  

Style:                                          

e. Maintain boundaries, demonstrate mutual respect, preserve the rights of

each person in the group and model the skills you are teaching. 

Style:                                          

How to Use, Model and Teach . . . Chapter 3: Using the Universal Blueprint

Counter: 49:15

85. Tell participants their only two goals for this session are to learn:

a. What are the (#)        questions you ask to identify the (#)        problem types

b. What the                           is. They do/do not (circle one) need to learn in

this session what to do at each step.

86. They will have an empty                        with holes that you will              as you

go through the book.

87.                             learners need to learn the small pieces before they can pull

them together into one comprehensive plan. Tell them you will do this at              

                                                   sessions.
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88.                          learners need to see the big picture or overview before they

understand the relevance of the plan. Tell them you will do this at                

session.

89. When giving examples of problem types, use examples that are           % that

problem type. 

90. On the two-page summary table, the left page is the                               and            

                                                   .

91. The right page is the                                    . Each column is/is not (circle one)

just a different way to remember this.

92. Teach parents how to use the following learning aids:

a. Read page 60, a                       explanation, from top-to-bottom, left-to-right.

b. Read the two-page table on pages 78 & 79 from            -to-                   

c. Page 1, which shows the                 and is a                            aid they read

bottom-to-top.

d. The                             , which some parents don’t know how to read, but

some prefer.

93. On the next page is the suggested Universal Blueprint flip chart display. Fill in

the blanks. 
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NO problems P                   problems from starting or

worsening

PROBLEMS?

?#1:                or                        ?

S                                    

H                                   

A                                   

R                                  

P                                  

R                                 

V                                

“No” to all =                    

“Yes” to any one =                         

A                    the other person’s feelings

S           limits or express concerns

MISBEHAVIOR?

?#2:         or         ?

The child                 consistently shown

skill mastery = PU

The child                 consistently shown

skill mastery = PO

?#3: If PO, what is the                        ?

(For both:)

R                       misbehavior

R                     discipline

COMBINATION PROBLEMS?

C/P: (draw pie chart diagram here)
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94. When discussing Child problems, you can state what    -   -    stands for. 

a. Do/do not (circle one) explain what to do at each step.

95. When you discuss PU problems:

a. List the (#)     factors that cause unintentional misbehavior.

b. Do/do not (circle one) explain each factor.

c. True or False? (circle one) The factor that has a star by it is the only one

they need to know and remember from this session.

96. When you get to PO problems, you can (answer true/false for each of the below):

a. Tell them what the 4 goals of behavior are by naming them. True or False?

b. Tell them how to identify each goal. True or False?

c. Tell them to guess what the child’s goal is and how to redirect it, until you

get to the PO chapter. True or False?

97. Beware of “cans of worms.” Give parents just enough to                    , but not so

much information that you get                             or they get                            .

Two cans of worms are the                             and                                   Toolsets.

98. In this session, you want to be sure to cover:

a. The (#)           questions

b. The                       formula

c. The                    points

d. How following the steps of the plan can                        problems

99. Some people assume the Universal Blueprint is complicated because it’s               

      . Or it may feel                    , because they are not used to thinking logically.

Tell them that if they practice using it often, they soon be doing it                          

                                             .

100. Different personality types react differently to the logical Universal Blueprint. 

a. Engineer-types -                                                                                    . 

b. Intuitive, Touchy-feely -                                                                         

c. Perfectionists -                                                                                         

101. Reassure them: (Name the personality type that would be reassured by these

statements)

a.                                          - don’t have to know it all.

b.                                          - The rest of the class will feel natural for them, but

they may need to balance their emotions with logic.
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c.                                         - There will be a little bit of logic throughout, but

subjects on feelings and communication may be difficult for them.

102. When practicing the Universal Blueprint in class with hypothetical situations,

you only want them to                   the problem type and which                to take.

a. Do/do not (circle one) brainstorm solutions. 

103. When applying the Universal Blueprint to leadership situations, interpret the

problem type names and symbols as follows:

a. In parenting, Child = C. In Leadership relationships, the symbol =      and it

means the                has a problem. You want to guide the person or group

through                                                       .

b. In parenting, Parent = P. In Leadership relationships, the symbol =      and it

means the                  has a problem. You will have a concern about group

needs, behaviors, boundaries or other                      issues that you need to

address.

c. In leadership relationships, PU behavior is when a participant exhibits problem

behavior, but isn’t being                            difficult. For example, they keep

asking questions because they                                                 . 

d. In leadership relationships, PO behavior is when a participant exhibits problem

behavior                                    . For example, they keep asking questions

because they are                                                                                                      

                                                                      

104. True or False? (Circle one) In Leadership situations, all the same rules for

using the Universal Blueprint apply.

How to Use, Model and Teach . . . Chapter 4: Self-Esteem Toolset Counter: 1:21:16

105. Generally speaking, the page you want to tell participants to refer to, in each

chapter, is the                                                               .

106. It’s important to start out this session by reviewing                                 .

107. On the flip chart, have the class list the differences between                           

and                                       . Then, go back to the list and circle three words:

a.                                   

b.                                   

c.                                    

d. Then tell them, a “            (first letter of words above) a day will do ya’!”
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108. Throughout the whole class, keep referring back to the                             they

identified in the first session when discussing Chapter 2: Foundation-Building

Toolset. Tie in what you are teaching. 

109. Be sure to teach that encouragement has two parts: What        say and what        

                                says to                                     as a result.

110. Point out what we can “describe”:

a.                                                       

b.                                                       

c.                                                       

d.                                                       

111. Parents often have a hard time focusing on what’s                                    

112. To make the self-esteem points, have a parent volunteer to play a child who is

showing the parent a                                          (if it’s a Tot class) or a                

                                         (of it’s a Tween or Teen class). 

a. Give the child              (a bit extreme). Then ask the following questions:

i. How did you                  ?

ii. How did you know you                                           ?

iii. The next time you (whatever the task was), how will you know you                  

                                   ?

iv. Is that an                                   or                                      evaluation?

v. Then replay this and ask the same questions, using                                .

113. Teaching on auto-pilot comes when you find                          that anyone can     

                         and will generate                                  responses.

a. This also helps                                                     teach the class.

114. The “sibling prevention” skills in Chapter 4 are:

a. The                                  trap

b. Unhealthy versus Healthy                                      

c. Freeing children from                                                  

115. SELF-ESTEEM FOR LEADERS – 

Practice Exercise Instructions: During this exercise, we will take turns reading a
real-life scenario that has actually happened in a parenting class. Using the Self-
Esteem Toolset, what suggestions do you have for how a leader could respond to
this parent’s behavior or problem? Note: your task is not to solve the actual
parenting problem posed by the parent. Your task is to apply the tools you just
learned as a leader. 
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How would you use the Self-Esteem Toolset as an instructor in the following

scenarios:

a. “During the discussion about parenting styles, you mention the Perfectionistic
Supervisor and Over-Indulger might take a forgotten lunch to school, but for
different reasons. A mother in your parenting group responds with “Oops!” and
covers her mouth. Obviously, she’s delivered a forgotten school lunch in the
past. What can you say/do? Can you make any points or model any skills
without embarrassing her or hurting her feelings? 

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 

ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

b. In your first session, a father in your parenting group says, “None of this will
work with my eight-year-old son. He’s hopeless. He’s already been in trouble
with the school and the police. I’ve already done everything you’ve said to do,
but nothing works. He’s just a born criminal. I’m just waiting for day he gets
locked up for life.” What can you do or say to encourage this parent? What
skills can you suggest or model? 

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 

ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 
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c. The week after you cover listening skills, the parent of a teenager says, “I tried
listening to my daughter this week, but she never says anything I can listen to!
All she ever says is smart-alecky wisecracks. I don’t think she’ll ever open up.”
What can you do or say to encourage this parent? What skills can you suggest
or model? 

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 

ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

116. Are there any remaining questions you have or any points you’d like to discuss

with your GF Certification Liaison?
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GROUP FACILITATOR VIDEO TRAINING

WORKBOOK

Tape #3: Using, Modeling and Teaching the Universal Blueprint: Chapters 5 – 9

Directions: As you watch each video, fill in answers to the workbook’s questions. Handwrite your answers

legibly in blue or black ink – no pencils or light-colored ink, please. At the end of each section, there is a space
for you to record any remaining questions you have or any points you’d like to discuss with your GF Certification
Liaison. 

During Day 2, participants in the videotaped workshop will read real-life scenarios related to group facilitation

and discuss what they would do/say. After they read the scenario, STOP THE TAPE and write down what your
answer would be. Then listen to the discussion and note any changes in your perspective or answer that resulted
from the discussion you observed. 

NOTES            

How to Use, Model and Teach . . . Chapter 5: Cooperation Toolset Counter: 00:54

117. The general format of almost every session is:

a. Start with the                                          – very quickly – often through an           

                              .

b. Then the bulk of the session is spent on                                     .

118. If you have                                            in your group, this chapter may

challenge their beliefs.

119. When discussing power struggles, make the following two points:

a. What are                                                    ? Give examples. Challenge them to

“go lower.”

b. What                                         can the child have within those?

120. In a power struggle, people have a       % chance of winning/losing or          %

chance of getting some of what they want.

121. Cover what is an                                            choice and what is a threat or

unfair choice.

122. Planning Ahead: with parents of teens, focus on getting                         up front.

123. Don’t say Don’t: 

a. Parents of tots want to use this skill because its hard for tots to                            

                 a “Don’t.” 

b. Parents of older children can prevent                          and power struggles.

124. If parents try to bring up                          issues or play the “                                 

                ” game, ask them, “How could you                                                        

                                                                           ?

125. When you can, get parents to see things from the                                    or relate

it to                                  , then tie it into the point you’re making. 
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126. A “can of worm” tip about discipline you can offer in the Cooperation section

is: that children’s                                and the resulting                                          

                                   are a choice.

How to Use, Model and Teach . . . Chapter 6: Independence Toolset

Counter: 17:22

127. The two things parents need to learn in this session are:

a. How much                                                to give.

b. How to teach children                       so they handle that freedom                         

                             .

128. These skills are good for preventing (choose one)       / PO misbehavior.

129. Parents unintentionally put children in what “Catch 22"?

                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                      

                                                             

130. Teaching responsibility ties in with                children for doing chores – which

ties in with                        from the Cooperation Toolset.

131. With parents of tots, you can skip or quickly refer to                             . With

parents of teens/tweens, definitely cover this.

132. Determine which tools to teach or emphasize based on the             focus of the

group.

133. Ways to practice the skills:

a. Go through the                               in the book

b. If the group has one age focus:

i. Ask what                ,                         and                   you want children to learn?

ii. They can break into focus groups before or after they _______________.

iii. Have each group discuss ways to use                   to                these to children.

c. If the group has a mixed age focus, break into groups according to              to

do the above.

134. The one skill you will probably have to explain is                                                 

                                                                                                  

135. Leader Issues ~ Culture: 

a. When you have a group that’s                                                   in terms of their

culture or beliefs, it will be important to spend more time discussing common

unhealthy                                  .
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b. If you have a group that’s pretty much on track, but only one person is stuck,

you can                                                            , to avoid holding the group back.

c. When someone’s religious or cultural beliefs lead to                                            

              practices, we have a professional responsibility to set boundaries. 

d. Instead of saying the parent’s religion or culture is ____________, focus on the

                        involved, its             and the                      the child needs to

succeed there.

136. How do you determine the level of advanced skills to teach?                                

                                                               

a. Sometimes, our goal is to get parents to just                                                          

                                                                      

b. If even what we’ve covered so far would be too advanced, at least cover:

i. What is the                                                                   ?

ii. What they                     . If you cover nothing else, cover the             -            

tools.

137. Suspected abuse:

a. True or False (circle one): GFs are required to report abuse.

b. What should you do if you believe or suspect there is abuse?

i. Check                                                                           . 

ii. When reporting, clarify whether you                                                                   

                                          

c. What are the pros and cons of revealing your legal responsibility to report

abuse? 

i. Pros: If you are up front, parents                                                           You can

report it                                         or through your                                              

if a parent already has a caseworker.

ii. Cons: Parents might not be                             . It could                                      

if you report and parents figure this out and are angry.

How to Use, Model and Teach...Chapter 7&8: F-A-X Listening & Problem-

Solving Toolsets Counter: 43:55

138. For parents of teens, the most important chapters are:                           ,               

                 and                        . Be sure they know these skills.
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139. For parents of tots, the most important chapters are:                             ,               

                       and           . 

140. First, do a quick review of                                                                                      

                                                                                           

141. A valuable demonstration of F-A-X listening and problem ownership uses a       

                                                  .

a. During the demonstration of effective skills, be sure you never                            

                                                .

b. During the demonstration of ineffective skills, you                                               

                                                      

c. The ball becomes a physical reminder of “                                                            

                                                                      .”

142. The most basic teachings you want to be sure parents grasp are:

a.                                                    and who solves Child problems

b. Basic F-A-X skills, such                                             and having a name for

them.

c.                                        styles:                         versus                 and                     

               versus                                            

d. Problems are like                      . F-A-X Listening is the skill that                         

                                         .

143. Be sure to make the following points about the three steps of problem solving

(flip chart):

a. We don’t always have to go through ________________________. 

b. Clues to look for to know when it’s time to ___________________________.

144. Listening is a                                                               for most people.

145. The basics to cover with the F-A-X steps are:

a. F = What is a                          , how to                   it and how to                            

                       it.

b. A = What are                                               questions and to use                           

         not                                               .

c. X =                                  solves the problem. The most a parent does is               

                                                                      .

146. Using role plays to practice F-A-X:

a. Choose examples that are                                      so parents can use the skills in

depth.
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b. Ask, “                                                   ?” Then suggest they put that in a             

                                                           .

c. Ask, “Is the child expressing a                      ,                             or                        

              ? So what                   are you on?”

d. The only things the “child” has to remember in the role play are:                         

         and                                                          .

e. For parents with tots, be sure they learn how to:

i. Gear down                                              more simplistic.

ii. Identify                              children express through their                        .

iii. Do problem-solving                                                .

147. As group leaders:

a. Examples of a                         problem = the way parents raise a question,

disrupting class, holding the group back, baiting the leader into a power

struggle. 

b. Examples of a                        problem = issues parents raise that they have a

problem with.

148. **This is not in the tape** Similar to the SHARP RV “parent” issues described

in the tape, a later GF group identified the following leadership issues, which

we named I-TRAPS:

Identity: language, cultural, socioeconomic or gender differences

Time: limits and agendas

Respect: for other group members

Attendance: tardiness

Participation: lack of or inappropriate

Safety: threatening behavior

149. To determine whether it’s appropriate to use F-A-X to respond to a parents

questions:

a. Ask yourself if they need                          or                               

i. If parents don’t know better or don’t understand a concept,                                  

                                       

ii. If they need assistance applying the skills, involve the group in                         
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150. F-A-X LISTENING FOR LEADERS 

Practice Exercise Instructions: During this exercise, we will read real-life
scenarios that has actually happened in a parenting class. Using the F-A-X
Listening Toolset, what suggestions do you have for how a leader could respond to
this parent’s behavior or problem? Note: your task is not to solve the actual
parenting problem posed by the parent. Your task is to apply the tools you just
learned as a leader. 
** Pay attention to whose problem it is and whose court the ball is in. 

How would you use the F-A-X Listening Toolset as an instructor in the following

scenarios:

a. During the PU Toolset, a mother shares this concern: “My two-year-old son is
really big and strong for his age. He’s very headstrong. I can hardly get him to
sit still when I strap him into his car seat. Even if I get him in, he can unbuckle
it himself and he gets out while I’m driving. I’ve tried telling him how
dangerous it is, but he still just doesn’t understand. I’ve stopped the car, but as
soon I get him back in his seat and start moving again, he gets out! I’m afraid
I’m going to have an accident being so distracted! My sister isn’t any help
either. We go shopping together a lot with our kids. She doesn’t make her kids
stay in their car seats and says, in front of my son, not to make such a big deal
out of it. I have a little more control when I’m driving, but don’t know what to
do when she’s driving and lets her kids climb around the car. Naturally, my son
wants to do the same thing.” 

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 

ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

Note from Jody: I said the “real” problem was the sister’s behavior. I should have said
the mother had two problems and the leader can show parents how to break down
“combo-problems,” to solve each. The mother did have a problem with the child
escaping the car seat, which was PU.

151. There are three chapters parents can read anytime or out of order: Chapters    ,   
, and       . (Hint, this was mentioned between questions 34 a & b above).
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a. (Practice exercises continued)

b. During the last class, after you’ve covered all the skills, including discipline,
you ask the group if anyone is still experiencing problems. A couple has a boy
(8) with A.D.D. They’ve shared concerns throughout the class and are now
using the parenting tools skillfully. Nevertheless, the mother says: “Nothing
seems to be working with Nick. He has to have everything his way or he gets
violent. When I acknowledge his feelings, he cuts me off, covers his ears and
screams, ‘I don’t want to hear that! I want it now!’ I give him choices, but he
just wants to argue. When I set limits or discipline him, he loses it and starts
hitting me. He’s usually only like this when he’s on half doses of ritalin during
the summer or when he comes home from school. He loss so much weight
when he’s on ritalin, that we don’t want to give him any mor doses than we
absolutely have to.” Her husband nods his head in agreement. What do you
say/do?

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 

ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

c. One of the parents in your group brings up the topic of television. He says they
don’t let their children watch any TV, because there’s too much violence and
sex. Another parent agrees that there are inappropriate shows, but says this
parent is being too extreme. She thinks kids can watch TV if parents approve
of the programs and watch with their children. She says some things they’ve
seen together gave them a chance to discuss topics that might not otherwise
come up. The other father gets defensive and starts “preaching” the evils of
television. You are worried the discussion is getting too heated,. What do you
do/say?

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 

ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 
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How to Use, Model and Teach...Chapter 9: Keep Your Cool Toolset

Counter: 1:36:45

152. You can start with the                                                               activity.

153. The Keep Your Cool Toolset could easily be a                         program. Have

realistic goals.

154. Be sure to make the point that                             are really what trigger the

anger cycle.

155. Use the domino analogy to make two points:

a. If dominoes are too far apart it                                                  . In anger, if you   

                the steps or process, it can               the anger cycle.

b. Give them an object stronger than a domino and make an analogy that if beliefs

are                            , it won’t                                                                                 

                              .

156. Variations of using the Anger Log, depending on how much time you have:

a. Quickest: give them directions for use and say it’s a tool for                                

                                                                         

b. Have one person give an example. The Leader                                                      

                                                                         

c. The longest: each person                                                           

d. Give it as                                           

157. You want to be sure parents learn how to                             anger/stress

management plans for                                 and                                     

158. It can take                    for people to master these skills. But during your time

together, you can                                                                  

159. Be sure they understand:

a.

b.

c.

160. Are there any remaining questions you have or any points you’d like to discuss

with your GF Certification Liaison?
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GROUP FACILITATOR VIDEO TRAINING

WORKBOOK

Tape #4: Using, Modeling and Teaching the Universal Blueprint: Chapters 10 – 15

Directions: As you watch each video, fill in answers to the workbook’s questions. Handwrite your answers

legibly in blue or black ink – no pencils or light-colored ink, please. At the end of each section, there is a space
for you to record any remaining questions you have or any points you’d like to discuss with your GF Certification
Liaison. 

During Day 2, participants in the videotaped workshop will read real-life scenarios related to group facilitation

and discuss what they would do/say. After they read the scenario, STOP THE TAPE and write down what your
answer would be. Then listen to the discussion and note any changes in your perspective or answer that resulted
from the discussion you observed. 

NOTES            

How to Use, Model and Teach . . . Chapter 10: Clear Communication Toolset

Counter: :52

161. If you need to make up time, you can cover this chapter by                                  

                                                                         .

162. Make the point that usually, each time parents say something, they tend to          

                                               . Suggest parents, instead,                                        

                                                 .

163. As a leader, a “Leader” problem is similar to a                               problem.

When a problem violates one of the                                   issues, you need to

use the PASRR formula.

164. CLEAR COMMUNICATION FOR LEADERS 

Practice Exercise Instructions:  During this exercise, we will take turns reading a
real-life scenario that has actually happened in a parenting class. Using the Clear
Communication Toolset, identify what SHARP RV (or I-TRAP) issues are being
violated in this situation. What suggestions do you have for how a leader could
respond to this parent’s behavior or problem? Note: your task is not to solve the
actual parenting problem posed by the parent. Your task is to apply the tools you
just learned as a leader. 

How would you use the Clear Communication Toolset as an instructor in the

following scenarios:

a. A parent in your class complains about his child’s smart-aleck attitude and
responses and asks for suggestions. Before you have an opportunity to respond,
a mother in the class offers this advice, “Well I hid a video camera and showed
my son the tape. I told him that was what he looked and sounded like when he
was acting like a brat. It really works!” As a leader, how would you respond?

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 
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ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

• It’s a Leader problem, because the advice is inappropriate. The technique is

humiliating.

• The risk of saying nothing is that the group may believe you think this is an

option.

• Your response needs to not humiliate her in front of the group.

• Ask the group, “How would you feel if someone hid a camera...?”

• If one person is “misbehaving,” address the group in general. 

• Can ask, “What is your goal?”

b. During the first session, as you are discussing balanced parenting styles and
parenting as a team, a father shares his concern about his ex-wife’s parenting
and how it is inconsistent with his and emotionally damaging. The father has a
valid concern, but his story d-r-a-g-s on . . . and on . . . and on. He’s offering far
more detail than the time allows or anyone needs to know. As a leader, how
would you respond?

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 

ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

• This is a Leader problem because of the time constraints.

• Acknowledge his feelings.

• Get the group involved – but establish boundaries for what type of

suggestions are appropriate.

• Offer reading section in Chapter 15 or cover points in that chapter (2)

• To get back on track, universalize the problem, offer suggestions, then move

on.

•

c. During the first session, as you are covering the qualities of balanced parenting,
you begin discussing mutual respect and rights. A parent interrupts and angrily
says, “Parents don’t have rights! Protective Services took my child because I
spanked him once in eleven years!” She begins a tirade about her case and how
she’s a victim of the system. Another parent quickly chimes in, saying, “Yeah,
I’m only here because I’m court-ordered.” As a leader, how would you
respond?

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 
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ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

• Respond in general to the group. Show you understand they were told they

had to be here, acknowledge the fact they made the first step and suggest

making the best of it. The issue with court is separate.

• Suggest they may get validation in class for what they are doing well.

165. Sometimes we need to juggle our “hats.” We can wear the “fellow                      

             ” hat, but we always need to be aware of our responsibilities as a            

                     . You never want to totally take off your                                           

                   hat.

How to Use, Model and Teach . . . Chapter 11: PU Toolset Counter: 22:41

166. The                          and        Toolsets are the most age-dependent, in terms of

what you cover.

167. Review:

a.

b.

c. Then explore the                factors that cause PU behavior.

168. Parents often assume teens are                        , when they are really                     

                                    .

169. With low functioning parents, try to word everything in very                         

terms.

170. The ADHD section mainly helps parents become                                                  

                regarding this issue.

171. To practice:

a. First, brainstorm                                                  children that age may exhibit.

b. Next, only identify                                    . One misbehavior may be              ,

depending on the reasons for the behavior.

c. Go back to list and only apply skills to PU problems. Reinforce the                     

                             .

d. Do not discuss the          misbehavior. 
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How to Use, Model and Teach . . . Chapter 12: PO Toolset Counter: 32:39

172. If you run out of time, you can cover goal identification information, then

practice both          and                          tools with PO misbehavior during the

next chapter.

173. During this session, they don’t need to learn                         . They already

know them. They do need to learn how to answer question (#)3, “If it’s PO,       

                 ?”

174. If you use role plays, the first role play is the                                                

response. Use this role play to make the points about                                            

                            

175. With each goal, emphasize the biggest “clues” to look for, like which typical

reaction gives a                                           and which                                            

              the problem.

176. Make the point that all PO behavior elicits                        . Make sure parents

get the point that                    is a                                 emotion. The                 

emotion has the clue to what the            is.

177. After the role plays, review which                          tool is best to use with each  

                        :

a. Attention = stop once, use PASRR

and tell child how to get

__________________

b. Power = ____________________

c. Revenge = __________________

d. Giving Up = _________________

178. The best tool for stopping each PO goal is also the best tool for                         

it. 

179. Rather than remembering all the tools, they only have to memorize (#)        

response per goal. This is the tool they want to try                         .

How to Use, Model and Teach . . . Chapter 13: Discipline Toolset Counter: 43:27

180. Rather than doing practice of PO first thing this session, go ahead and cover      

                   and then do practice using both the         and                          tools.

181. One of the most important concepts is what the (#)               ’s are.

182. This is the session where you can get to tougher issues like:                               .

183. The most basic concepts you want parents to at least                 are:

a. Discipline doesn’t have to            , doesn’t have to be                                or

even something the parent             the child.

b. You can also get into subtle ways even skillful parents may unknowingly be      

                                                           .
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184. If any parents are concerned children won’t be                                                ,

use it as a segue to                                                 . 

185. If it is a teen class, cover                          and                        . You can skip          

              .

186. If it is a tot can go light on                          and                         , and cover           

              in detail. 

187. Once you cover the discipline tools, go back to                                                .

Using the                                        , have them come up with a response that

follows the                         . More advanced parents can do this                         ;

do it                          if not.

188. DISCIPLINE FOR LEADERS 

Practice Exercise Instructions: During this exercise, we will take turns reading a
real-life scenario that has actually happened in a parenting class. Using the
Discipline Toolset, what suggestions do you have for how a leader could respond
to this parent’s behavior or problem? Note: your task is not to solve the actual
parenting problem posed by the parent. Your task is to apply the tools you just
learned as a leader.

How would you use the Discipline Toolset as an instructor in the following

scenarios:

a. Part I: Two to three participants are regularly on time. The rest regularly drag
in 15-20 minutes late. As a leader, what would you say?

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 

ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

• Prevent the problem by saying something the first session about “I’ll respect

you by starting and ending on time. Please respect other group members by

coming on time.”
• Talk to them privately. Acknowledge any problems they are having but list

concerns of how lateness is disruptive to the group.

• If they are late for a legitimate reason, so you can decide as a group to start

later and end later.

b. Part II: After this response, the problem still continues. Now what would you
do or say?
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i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 

ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

• If they are late, they don’t get credit for the class. Be careful not to word this

as a threat. Make the connection that those minutes could accumulate and, in

the long-run, cost them their certificate.

c. Part I: During a discussion about the Cooperation Toolset, a parent interjects,
“When my kid is actin’ up, I just tell him I’ll put Jack Daniels on his butt!” A
few participants laugh and nod their heads in agreement. Other participants,
including you, don’t know what he means. What do you say/do?

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 

ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

• Ask what it means.

d. Part II: If you ask for clarification, the parent points to his belt buckle and says,
“Jack Daniels, right here, knows how to make them kids mind!” Now what do
you do/say? 

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 
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ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

• It is important what session you are on and whether you can tie in tools

they’ve learned.

• You can tie in threats with cooperation, but avoid the discipline “can of

worms.”

• Can write down their concern and promise to over later.

• Be sure they understand that by not correcting it now, we aren’t implying it’s

not important or that we condone this.

How to Use, Model and Teach . . .Chapters 14 & 15: Maintenance Toolbox 

Counter:1:05:36

189. The                     of the class will determine how much you cover the Family

Council Toolset.

a. If you have a tot class, spend (circle one) more/less  time on Family Councils

and (circle one) more/less time on handling Criticism and unwanted advice. 

b. If you have a tween or teen class, spend (circle one) more/less time on Family

Councils and (circle one) more/less time on handling Criticism. 

190. The basics of Family Councils you want to cover, even briefly are:

a. The                          of family councils

b. How we use                                                  and all its tools in councils

c.                          and                          formats, 

d. The (#)        roles family members want to take.

e. No matter what, do                                                 .

191. If it’s a                or                 class, we may actually do role plays. 

a. Have them be careful about the                          in their role play. This is

consistent with the book’s advice to wait about (#)         council meetings

before they handle any                  problems in a council meeting.

192. Then move on to the 3 C’s: Consistency, Criticism and Confidence. With

everyone, be sure to cover the                                                                                

                                        .

193. Also, with everyone, make the connection that they can use everything they

learned in                         . With tot classes, delve into this in more detail,

covering handling criticism.

194. At end, with everyone, leave (#)        minutes for closure. Can end with             

.

195. Have them turn in their                          as a trade for their                                    

            . If they haven’t attended at least      % of a “full-length” class (which is

(#)          hours or more), give them only a                          certificate.
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196. UNIVERSAL BLUEPRINT FOR LEADERS 

Practice Exercise Instructions: During this exercise, we will take turns reading a
real-life scenario that has actually happened in a parenting class. Using the
Universal Blueprint and ALL the skills you’ve learned, identify what type of
problem this is. Then offer suggestions for how a leader could respond to this
parent’s behavior or problem. Note: your task is not to solve the actual parenting
problem posed by the parent. Your task is to apply the tools you just learned.

How would you use the Universal Blueprint as an instructor in the following

scenarios:

a. As you explain the benefits of teaching children non-violent conflict resolution
skills, a mother says, “You live in a middle-class fantasy. If you lived where we
do, you would know e have to teach our kids to fight to survive.” Several other
parents agree. You try to help them see that they have a choice, to help their
children rise above the influences of their neighborhood, but they scoff at you.
What type of problem is this? Why? What skills might you use to respond?

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 

ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

• Acknowledge the reality of their reality. Their perception isn’t twisted. It’s

difficult!

• You can turn the negative into a positive using what you’ve learned. Point

out the skills and qualities they’ve developed as a result of their difficulties. 

• Tie in their parenting goals. Will that approach help her meet her long-term

goals?

b. At the beginning of your second session, a mother arrives early, hysterically
crying. She says CSB (protective services) took her child that week, because
people at a bus stop reported her for child abuse. She is hysterical and says
there is no point to her taking the class now. During the first session, she was
excited about the class and actively participated. Soon, other parents arrive for
class, which starts in five minutes. What type of problem is this? Why? What
skills might you use to respond?

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 
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ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

• It starts as a Student problem. When class needs to start, it’s a Leader

problem.

• Have to take the time to talk with her. Point out how class can help her case. 

• Say, “If you need to leave, that’s fine. I need to start the class. You’re

welcome to come in.”

• See if there’s anyone else around who can talk with her. 

c. The same mother decides to continue the class. For the next several classes, she
just sits there with her book closed, looking at the floor. When you try to
involve her in the discussion, she doesn’t answer the question or apply the skill
you asked her to. Instead, she starts weeping, saying there is no point in
learning these skills. During one session, she even falls asleep and snores
during the discussion! What type of problem is this? Why? What skills might
you use to respond?

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 

ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

• She’s having serious grief and depression problems, which is a Student

problem.

• It’s also a Leader problem, because her behavior is distracting and

disruptive.

• Talk with her privately during break. Suggest she leave. Can attend later.

Refer to a therapist.

d. A couple is court-ordered to take the class. You make it clear that they must
voluntarily participate and they say they are. Nevertheless, they show up for
class but don’t participate. The father sits in class, holding his book in front of
his face upside-down., At various times, he rolls his eyes and sniggers when
you explain the positive benefits of the skills. Once, class was canceled due to
snow (and you told them verbally and in writing how this would be handled).
They showed up anyway and asked you to give them credit for attending that
class. What type of problem is this? Why? What skills might you use to
respond?

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 
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ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

• Type of problem? Leader problem. They’re being passive-aggressive. 

• Acknowledge their frustration about attending. Their choice what they learn

once here.

• If it continues, say “I expect this type of behavior . . .” or you’ll need to

leave.

• If your programs are voluntary, you can ask them to leave. Not everyone has

this option.

e. You’re discussing cooperation and have not yet covered effective
communication or appropriate discipline skills. A parent shares a problem,
asking for suggestions from the group. Another parent recommends his
strategy; he threatens his kid with restrictions or spankings if he doesn’t
cooperate. He says to you, “I know you probably don’t agree, but it works!”
Every time you or other parents offer more appropriate suggestions, he says
“Well what if that doesn’t work?” What type of problem is this? Why? What
skills might you use to respond?

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 

ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

• It’s a Leader problem with PO behavior with the goal of power.

• Child is obeying out of fear, rather then because of the value of the request.

• If he continues with power struggle, remind them we are discussing

prevention tools. Then you’re in the problem zone. What type of problem? Go

to the next step. Ties into UB.

f. During the group practice of the Cooperation Toolset, you ask parents to offer
“don’ts” they had trouble “flipping around,.” One parent says, “Don’t hit your
brother.” You ask the group, What do you want the kids to do? How do you
want them to resolve the problem?” One parent suggests, “Use words, not
fists,” which is an appropriate answer. Another parent says, “I’d probably point
out why both were mad and ask them if they could think of another way to
solve the problem” Her answer uses skills from the Child Problem Toolbox,
which you haven’t even covered yet! What type of problem is this? Why? What
skills might you use to respond?

i. PAUSE OR TURN OFF THE TAPE and answer this for yourself, before

continuing the tape and hearing the group’s discussion. 
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ii. RESUME THE TAPE. Listen to the group’s discussion. What did you
learn? 

• Problem type is . . . NO problem!!!Acknowledge, describe, give her credit for

what she has done well.

Additional Discussion about Discipline from Day 3 Counter 1:33:28 

197. The Parent’s Toolshop policy about giving advice about spanking is:

a. You are representing          as an instructor, regardless of who your employer is.

b. If parents misuse the advice you give,               and          could be held liable.

c. If you say “I know the author says not to spank, but I think it’s okay.” it:

i.                          the author.

ii. Causes parents to wonder                                                                                     

          ?” 

iii. Makes them wonder why you are                                                                        

                        

d. We want The Parent’s Toolshop to be a                                                 resource

for parents.

e. If we say it’s “sometimes okay” to spank, parents could:

i. Give “okay” or “sometimes” their own                    .

ii. Force you to establish                                             .

f. If parents think there is ever a time it is okay to spank they’ll:

i. They’ll think they can always                                    when they are frustrated.

ii. Not make as much of an effort to                                                                         

                       .

g. Your job is to present                   and reveal                                                . It’s   

                      what they do with that information.

h. If you want a fall back position, you can say you aren’t allowed to endorse

spanking because you could be              or                          liable.

i. Ask,                                                                                   ? How else can you do

that?

j. Never, ever, ever                                                 . Tell them what they          do

instead.
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k. Your                          will influence parents. If you have an                         

about an issue that is a personal decision for parents, give                          and

reveal the                          of the options.

198. Are there any remaining questions you have or any points you’d like to discuss

with your GF Certification Liaison?
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GROUP FACILITATOR VIDEO TRAINING

WORKBOOK

Tape #5: Marketing and Presenting Parent’s Toolshop Programs 
Featuring Deanna Campbell Todd

Directions: As you watch each video, fill in answers to the workbook’s questions. Handwrite your answers

legibly in blue or black ink – no pencils or light-colored ink, please. At the end of each section, there is a space
for you to record any remaining questions you have or any points you’d like to discuss with your GF Certification
Liaison. 

NOTES            

Deanna’s Self-Introduction

199. Half of Deanna’s job is                                .

200. We need             , especially with parents who don’t want to be there.

201. One of the most interesting facts about Deanna’s background is that she did       

                         , simply as a stress-buster. 

202. We all are doing                  , every day. Life has no                       .

Knowing Your Audience

203. When people are resistant, it doesn’t help to             it. One option is to provide

“     minutes of                        ,” a chance to vent.

204. It’s important to use humor and greet them at the door.                  is the

ultimate contact. But some people have been touched too much or in the wrong

way, so it’s important to               your audience.

205. Use                                  and interaction to make contact. 

206. Be careful                                                                , it could be their greatest

fear that they’ll get called on.

207. Pay attention to the audience’s energy level. When you feel it going down,         

                       and                                 ! 

208. Use movement and changing the volume or tone of your                                  

to keep their attention.

209. Make a connection by using participants as                                  , even if they

don’t have to say a word.

210. Every audience will present it’s own unique set of                                   or          

                       .

211. Giving undivided attention to each person helps get their stories out and helps

them                                  .
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212. If you let talkers go on, watch                                   and sense their attention

level. You may need to cut it short and say           can talk later and work it out  

                               ..

213. Try to                                   arguers into helping you explain the pros and cons

of subject. If they aren’t going to budge, you can say “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix

it. I’m simply tossing out tools, but it’s                                   whether you use

them.” Help them feel they have some                                  .

214. Asking questions you have no idea how to answer: Don’t bluff. Either say “I

don’t know, but I’ll find out and                                   next week” or (as Jody

suggests) fall back on the                           . Walk them through the process of

discovery                                  . Sometimes, it’s best if you                                 

 know the answer! 

215. Humor: we need to know when to use it and when not to use it. If it’s not your

bag, don’t try to copy anyone, use your own                                   to level the

playing field and help make connections.

216. To get people’s wandering attention, try saying something                                 

. It doesn’t matter how good the                                   is, if they aren’t                 

                                 , it doesn’t matter.

217. When you pick on people up front, either they don’t like it and move or they      

                                                           and stay.

How to Market Your Program

218. Deanna works for a                            agency and has a                  .

219. Who really is your “buyer”?

a.                                  , such as Juvenile Court, schools, protective service,

agencies.

i.                                   to their needs before you tell them what                               

   can do.

ii. The most important thing you can do for sponsors is to                                      

                           a program to their specific needs.

iii. The decision-makers are the                                  .

iv. Give them                           of what you do in class.

v. Show them the                               so they see how you will prove that the

program works.
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220.                               are not the expert,                               are.

221. Your biggest challenge will be                               The parents who need it the    

                 will usually sign up the                            .

222. You are marketing Parent’s Toolshop and                              .

223. Using bribes: sponsors often use them to get parents to come. What are pros

and cons of using bribes?

a. Pros: parents come to get                             

b. Cons: parents only come for reward but                                                         and

it’s                             with Parent’s Toolshop teachings

c. What’s most important is not             you offer, it’s               you present it.

Present as a                                  or           .

d. Bribes or sponsors can draw in parents the first time, it’s up to                           

 to keep them.

224. You can get parents in the book by using                            . 

225. The first night, you want to form                            . Use little phrases:

a. We’re all in this                            .

b.               are your child’s most important                            .

c. You know your child better than I ever would, I need                           .

226. To market yourself, tell others your:

a. Professional                            , first, then . . .

b. Your                                                        credentials. Let them see who you

really are.

c. Only self-disclose to the extent                                                        or is

appropriate.

d. What we have in common: we all were once                          and had a                

       , even if you aren’t a parent now.

227. Give back to the community by giving                             that can directly or

indirectly publicize your programs.

228. Give parents free                         to make yourself                         .

229. Options for babysitting: go through the                             and get applicants

who are                             by counselors. 

a. Always have at least (#)       sitters when there are more than (#)       children.

b. Whenever possible, and if you have a budget,                             your sitters.

c. Ask sponsor for a room with toys and a                            .
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230. Be very free giving out your                            . 

231. Keep the door open. Tell graduates,                            

232. If public speaking doesn’t come naturally to you, view it as a                            ,

a hat, an                     that helps you get over personality imbalances that can      

                   you from being the most effective speaker or group facilitator you

can be. Use the role to enhance your own                       . Find your own              

           .

For Private or Parent’s Toolshop Consultants:

233. You can do most of what Deanna suggested, except you need to find sponsors

who have or are willing to get                            .

234. The four magic words you want to say to sponsors are: I can provide                  

                                                               .

235. Publicity, such as business cards, brochures, etc. Whose you use (PTC’s or an

agency’s) depends on your                            . For example:

a. If you work for an agency, you use the                             stationary and

business cards and represent them.

b. If you have your own business with it’s own name, you use                            

publicity materials and mention or reference Parent’s Toolshop. You are

representing                             company.

c. PTC Consultants represent PTC, so they can use PTC’s publicity materials.

236. Clarification: Who is responsible for publicity and marketing your programs?
Obviously, PTC can’t coordinate publicity for every Toolshop program in
every community in the world — you know your community better than we do!
Ultimately, each GF is responsible for his or her own marketing, which is why
we are training you in these skills. But, PTC can sometimes offer addition
assistance, depending on your classification: 

a. If PTC contracts with a sponsor and matches a PTC Consultant to the program,
then PTC works directly with the sponsor to coordinate/design publicity and
marketing. 

b. If PTC Consultants arrange their own programs, they are responsible for
working with the sponsors to publicize and market their programs. PTC can
offer advice and samples.

c. GFs who are representing their private businesses (Private Consultants) or their
employer (Associate and Supporting GFs), are responsible for their own
publicity and marketing, since they usually have unique internal marketing
procedures.

d. PTC will always offer samples and advice to any GF, but it is the GF’s
responsibility to make those samples fit their specific program and their target
populations’ needs.
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237. Are there any remaining questions you have or any points you’d like to discuss

with your GF Certification Liaison?
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NOTES
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GROUP FACILITATOR VIDEO TRAINING

WORKBOOK

Tape #6: Using Parent’s Toolshop™ Skill Assessments 

Directions: As you watch each video, fill in answers to the workbook’s questions. Handwrite your answers

legibly in blue or black ink – no pencils or light-colored ink, please. At the end of each section, there is a space
for you to record any remaining questions you have or any points you’d like to discuss with your GF Certification
Liaison. 

NOTES            
238. True or False (circle one) Every GF must do skill assessments for every

program.

239. When you do full-length classes, you (circle one) do/don’t need to do skill

assessments.

a. Full-length classes are (#)      + total program hours.

b. Only do skill assessments on people who attend (#)         or more sessions.

c. If someone attends (#)         times, indicate that they attended, but dropped,

which will affect your                             rate.

d. If someone shows up (#)      , you (circle one) do/don’t have to consider them

class participants. Just count your service to them in your                            . 

240. The packet has all the forms, samples and directions in it. You need to buy a

packet if you                                                                                                           

                                                       

241. Skill assessments gives you a                            , statistical, tangible way to

prove your participants have                            .

242. The parent questionnaire uses an essay format, because                             are

often inaccurate and multiple-choice answers can result in parents                       

                                                                                                                      

243. If you have participants with poor reading/writing skills, you can:

a. Find out if they have a                                                                                            

                                                                                                                  

b. (Not in tape) Help participants by reading  the questions to them and/or writing

their answers for them.

c. You can rewrite the survey as a multiple-choice and read the options. 
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244. The skill assessment tool assesses (#)11 skill areas:

a. Problem ownership, listening, problem solving, encouragement, independence (teaching

skills & balancing freedom/responsibility), unintentional misbehavior, cooperation,

intentional misbehavior (goal of power), communication, discipline (punishment vs.

discipline and use of techniques), anger/stress management skills (parent and child).

245. If you find an answer that                             the standardized ratings, such as a

parent is permissive and does nothing, use the graphic rating scale below for

scoring. 

246. Parents answer (#)             questions, which give information on the          

skills areas.

247. A GF’s                             determines when skill assessment results are

submitted:

a. PTC Consultant: submit results                            . 

b. Private Consultants, submit results when they                                                       

                          

c. Associates, who work for                             submit summarized results at            

                                          .

d. Supporting GFs don’t use them, because                                                               

                                            .

248. Ideally, you want people to receive and complete the pre-test questionnaire

before they                                                       , or the information you teach

will                                                       .

249. It’s important for parents to answer                             question, especially on

the pre-test. If they can’t relate to the scenario, tell them to                                  

                    .

250. There (circle one) is/isn’t any way to avoid subjective influences.
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251. Pull out the loose scoring grid form in your packet. Complete it according to

the directions on the video.

252. Give each client a number to                                                       . It’s helpful if

client numbers have a                           and the client’s                   . (See sample

of completed scoring grid on next page.)

* Practice Exercise Instructions: This workbook includes the survey question, a
parent’s answer and the skill assessment tool for that skill area. Follow along in
this workbook and disregard the skill assessment packet’s page numbers,

referenced in the video. After a video participant reads the question and parent’s

answer, pause the tape and give the parent your rating. Resume the tape, listen
to the discussion and record the final score the group agrees to on the scoring grid
form provided.
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iiii Write Scores in Blank Shaded Row

PARENTING SKILL ASSESSMENT SCORING GRID

CLASS:TOT9/98 PRE

ID # 1a

OWN

1b

LIST

1c

PROB

2a

ENC

2b & 3a

IND

3b

UNINT

4a

COOP

4b

INTEN

5

COMM

6

DISC

7

ANG

AVE

TOT498-01BB 3 3 3 3 5 5 6 6 5 5 6 4.55

TOT998-02RB 3 4 3 3 4 4 5 6 6 5 6 4.45

TOT998-03MB 4 3 3 3 6 6 6 7 7 5 6 5.09

TOT998-04CS 4 5 5 5 6 4 6 6 5 4 6 5.09

TOT998-05DS 4 6 4 5 5 6 7 6 6 4 5 5.27

TOT998-06JJ 5 4 4 3 4 3 4 5 5 4 5 4.18

TOT998-07KK 6 7 6 6 5 6 7 5 6 4 5 5.73

TOT998-08PL 3 4 2 3 6 5 6 6 5 5 6 4.64

TOT998-09DM 3 5 4 3 4 5 5 5 5 3 5 4.27

TOT998-10TR 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 3 5 4.27

TOT998-11DS 3 4 4 3 4 4 5 5 5 3 6 4.18

TOT998-12BS 3 5 4 4 6 6 6 6 5 3 6 4.91

TOT998-13LS 4 3 4 6 6 5 4 6 6 5 5 4.91

TOT998-14MW 3 4 4 4 5 6 6 6 5 3 5 4.64

PRE AVE. 3.47 4.13 3.67 3.80 4.80 4.87 5.47 5.60 5.40 4.13 5.60
4.63

TOT998-01BB 5 5 4 4 5 5 6 7 7 6 6 5.45

TOT998-02RB 5 5 4 4 5 5 6 7 7 7 7 5.64

TOT998-03MB 7 7 6 7 7 7 8 7 8 7 8 7.18

TOT998-04CS 8 7 11 10 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 9.36

TOT998-05DS* 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 10 9 10 9 8.55

TOT998-06JJ 7 5 8 7 7 8 7 7 6 6 6 6.73

TOT998-07KK 10 10 11 11 10 10 10 9 9 9 9 9.82

TOT998-08PL 7 6 7 7 8 7 8 9 8 8 9 7.64

TOT998-09DM 8 9 8 9 8 8 9 8 8 8 8 8.27

TOT998-10TR 8 7 8 8 8 8 9 9 8 8 8 8.09

TOT998-11DS 5 6 4 4 5 5 6 7 6 4 6 5.27

TOT998-12BS 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 8 9 11 10 9.82

TOT998-13LS* 6 5 5 6 8 6 6 6 6 5 6   5.91

TOT998-14MW in com ple te <4 4

AVE. 7.23 6.92 7.23 7.31 7.29 7.38 7.85 8.00 7.77 7.62 7.85 7.49

* Subjective assessments, as participant did not complete post-class survey by deadline.
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Question 1:  Problem Ownership, Listening, Problem Solving

Your child was playing on a swing set with another child. She asks the other child for a turn on the swing, but
the other child yells “no!” Your child yells at the other child and tries to pull the other child off the swing. What

would you say/do?

That’s not nice. Quit pushing her! Take turns. 

253. Read over                             the client’s answers before scoring. You can use                             answers to

rate skills. (*Not in tape: Unless you are using the tool for research. Then, only use the answer to that question.)

254. Be careful about reading a “                           ” into their answers.

255. You can hold onto pre-tests until session (#)      or (#)     so you know who                             and will have a

better assessment                            

Pause the tape. Read the description and ratings below. Then rate this parent’s skill in this area. Circle your

initial score in the list below. Then resume the tape.

1a. Problem Ownership. Parents need to identify whether a problem is a Child Problem or Parent Problem. If it is a Child

Problem, they need to “keep the ball in the child’s court” and guide the child through the problem-solving process —
without taking over and offering solutions. Does the parent recognize when a problem is a Child Problem? Does the parent
take over Child Problems by offering solutions? If so, is the parent’s advice helpful? 

3 or below: a parent takes over Child Problems and the solutions are punishing, negative, critical, or ineffective. 

4: a parent takes over Child Problems and offers solutions for how the parent can fix the problem.

5: a parent offers solutions to Child Problems, but the parent’s advice is somewhat helpful. 

6: a parent tries to be helpful by offering a solution, but the solution empowers the child. 

7: a parent keeps the ball in the child’s court by asking questions such as “what can you do . . .” 

8: a parent acknowledges feelings and keeps the ball in the child’s court by asking questions such as “what can you do . . .” 

9+: a parent identifies the type of problem, keeps the ball in the child’s court, acknowledges feelings, and explores alternatives.
Higher scores indicate a parent’s philosophical beliefs and use of The Parent’s Toolshop’s Universal Blueprint.

On your blank scoring grid (pg. 48), record the score for 1a that the group agreed to.

Pause the tape. Read the description and ratings below. Then rate this parent’s skill

in this area. Circle your initial score in the list below. Then resume the tape.

1b. Effective Listening. Whether facing a Child or Parent Problem, parents want to first acknowledge the child’s feelings

before expressing their concerns. If it is a Child Problem, parents want to name the child’s feelings and perspective, to help
the child work through the emotions. Ineffective parents ignore, deny or criticize children’s feelings. Does this parent
acknowledge the child’s feelings? Only in Child Problems? Does this parent name feelings or simply ask “How do you
feel?” (Also note whether a parent acknowledges feelings in other answers.) 

3 or below: a parent denies or criticizes the child’s feelings or perspective or punishes the child for feeling that way.

4: a parent ignores or fails to acknowledge the child’s feelings or perspective, but doesn’t criticize or punish the child.

5: a parent seems sensitive to the child’s feelings or perspective, but doesn’t acknowledge this to the child.

6: a parent asks the child, “How do you feel” or says he/she would ask this, but doesn’t use any feeling names.

7: a parent asks about the child’s feelings or uses feeling names, but not when there is a Parent Problem. 

8: a parent skillfully names or acknowledges the child’s feelings or perspective in Child and Parent Problems. 

9+: a parent consistently and skillfully acknowledges the child’s feelings or perspective in Child and Parent Problems. Higher
scores indicate a parent’s mastery of reflective listening skills consistent with The Parent’s Toolshop teachings. 

On your blank scoring grid (pg. 48), record the score for 1b that the group agreed to. 
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256. Note: You are looking at whether parents are criticizing                            , not                            .

Pause the tape. Read the description and ratings below. Then rate this parent’s skill in this area. Circle your

initial score in the list below. Then resume the tape.

1c. Problem Solving. When facing a Child or Parent Problem, parents want to use a problem-solving process that invites the

child to offer possible solutions. Parents want to ask helpful questions that are open-ended and encourage open
communication. Ineffective parents take over problems, tell the child what to do, or offer advice. Does this parent involve
the child in problem solving? Does the parent take over problems or offer solutions? If so, is the parent’s advice helpful?
(Also note whether the parent involves the child in problem solving in other answers.)

3 or below: a parent takes over or fails to use problem solving and the response/solution is critical or punishing.

4: a parent takes over, fails to use problem solving, tells the child what to do, or offers unhelpful advice. 

5: a parent takes over or fails to involve the child in problem solving, but the parent’s advice is somewhat helpful. 

6: a parent explores alternatives that will empower the child, but the ideas and suggestions are the parent’s. 

7: a parent says he/she would “explore alternatives,” but doesn’t offer a specific response that invites the child’s involvement.

8: a parent asks for the child’s ideas or asks the child “what can you do . . . ?” but only in Child Problems.

9+: a parent consistently involves the child in problem solving, whether the problem is a Child or Parent Problem. Higher
scores indicate a parent’s mastery of the specific problem-solving language skills The Parent’s Toolshop teaches. 

On your blank scoring grid (pg. 48), record the score for 1c that the group agreed to. 

Question 2:  Encouragement, Independence (teaching skills)

257. Note: Independence is broken into two skill areas:                                  and                                  .

258. You will consider the parent’s answers to questions (#)       and (#)       to rate Independence. 

Your child enters the room and says “Look! I got dressed by myself!” Your child’s clothes are unmatched, the
shirt is on backwards and the shoes are on the wrong feet. What would you say/do?

Explain that her clothes are on wrong and help her take them off. 
Show her how to appropriately put them on.

Pause the tape. Read the description and ratings below. Then rate this parent’s skill in this area. Circle your

initial score in the list below. Then resume the tape.

2a. Encouragement.  Parents need to know the difference between “praise” and “encouragement.” Praise uses words that

judge or label children (like “good”), promote people-pleasing (“I’m so proud of you”) or foster external motivation. (The
parent approves of the act.) Encouragement uses descriptive words that focus on the value of the request, the
skills/qualities the child showed, and any effort or improvement. Does this praise, encourage, or criticize? 

3 or below: a parent ignores any positive effort the child made and is negative and critical. If the parent punishes the child,
although the child tried to do something positive, give a score of 2 or lower. 

4: a parent only focuses on the negative aspects of the situation/child, ignoring the positive. 

5: a parent judges the child/actions (“good job” or “good boy”) but then cancels it out with criticism. 

6: a parent tries to be positive by using praise but also respectfully points out shortcomings.

7: a parent describes the child’s effort, using encouragement and doesn’t criticize the child for his/her shortcomings. 

8: a parent describes the child’s effort/achievement or asks for the child’s assessment without mentioning shortcomings.

9+: a parent describes the child’s effort/achievements or asks for the child’s assessment and indicates he/she would later teach
the child skills for improvement using positive words. Higher scores indicate a parent’s philosophical beliefs and consistent use
of descriptive language consistent with The Parent’s Toolshop teachings. 

On your blank scoring grid (pg. 48), record the score for 2a that the group agreed to. 
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Pause the tape. Read the description and ratings below. Then rate this parent’s skill in the area of “teaching

skills” (first sentence of each rating). Circle your score in the list below. Resume the tape.

2b. & 3a.  Independence. Parents need to balance setting limits and teaching skills, so children can develop increasingly
responsible and independent behavior. Parents need to allow freedom that is one step ahead of the child’s current abilities,
so the child can practice using the skills in a safe environment. Unhealthy parents are overprotective or have unrealistic
expectations. They restrict the child’s freedom because the child lacks responsibility or better skills, but don’t teach the
child skills or provide opportunities for the child to practice using them. Does this parent teach skills and provide
opportunities for the child to practice and develop more responsibility and independence? Is the parent critical or
encouraging of the child’s efforts? (See #2 (teaching skills) and #3 (freedom/responsibility).) 

3 or below: a parent punishes or criticizes the child for actions that result from the child’s lack of skills or is smothering. 

4: a parent criticizes the child’s lack of skills and does tasks for the child or is overprotective and unreasonably restrictive. 

5: a parent does tasks for the child, but doesn’t criticize or allow the child to help. The parent is somewhat overprotective.

6: a parent tells the child what to do and may interfere, but the parent is trying to be helpful. The parent is not overprotective.

7: a parent allows the child to help/try while teaching skills or making suggestions. The parent allows some freedom.

8: a parent asks for the child’s ideas, teaches skills, and offers encouragement. The parent allows responsible freedom.

9+: a parent acknowledges the child’s perspective, asks for the child’s ideas, teaches the child skills, and offers descriptive
encouragement. The parent balances freedom with responsibility. Higher scores indicate a parent’s philosophical beliefs in
fostering independence and skillful use of the language/action skills The Parent’s Toolshop teaches. 

Question 3.  Unintentional misbehavior, independence (balancing freedom and responsibility)

You are grocery shopping with your child. He doesn’t want to sit in the cart, runs too far ahead and takes items
off the shelf that you don’t want to buy. What would you say/do?

Make him stay with me and take away the items he put in the cart. 
If he keeps doing it, tell him he’ll get a spanking and have to sit in the cart.

Pause the tape. Read the description and ratings below. Then rate this parent’s skill in “balancing freedom and

responsibility,” (second sentence of each rating above). Circle your score in the list above.

259.  If the scores for 2b and 3a are different, you can                            or consider                           , but always give

a whole number rating.

On the blank scoring grid (pg. 48), record the overall score for Independence (2b & 3a) the group agreed to. 

Pause the tape. Read the description and ratings below. Then rate this parent’s skill in this area (3b). Circle your

initial score in the list below. Then resume the tape.

3b. Unintentional Misbehavior. Parents need to recognize when misbehavior is unintentional, due to immaturity, personality,

a medical condition, or lack of skills/knowledge. Effective parents address the cause of the unintentional behavior by teaching
skills, redirecting the child, or controlling the environment. Ineffective parents assume all misbehavior is intentional and

react unhelpfully, which solves/teaches nothing and can cause the child to intentionally use the misbehavior later. Can this
parent recognize unintentional misbehavior and respond helpfully? 

3 or below: a parent doesn’t recognize the behavior is unintentional and reacts in a negative, critical, or punishing way.

4: a parent doesn’t recognize the behavior is unintentional and reacts unhelpfully.

5: a parent doesn’t recognize the behavior is unintentional, and reacts somewhat unhelpfully

6: a parent recognizes the behavior may be unintentional or reacts somewhat helpfully. 

7: a parent recognizes the behavior may be unintentional and responds helpfully.

8: a parent recognizes the behavior is unintentional and redirects the child skillfully.

9+: a parent recognizes the behavior is unintentional, redirects the child, and addresses the cause of the misbehavior. Higher
scores show a parent’s ability to skillfully use the theories, language and actions The Parent’s Toolshop teaches. 
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On the blank scoring grid (pg. 48), record the score for 3b (unintentional misbehavior) that the group agreed to. 

Question 4.  Cooperation, Intentional misbehavior (goal of power)

You are in the checkout line of a store and your child asks you to buy her candy. You don’t want to. 1) How do

you tell your child you don’t want to buy her candy? When you won’t buy the candy, your child throws a tantrum.
The cashier and many of the customers are looking at you as though they think your child is a spoiled brat. 2)

How do you respond to the tantrum? 

1) I’m not buying you any candy. And that’s final. 2) Don’t act like that in public because everyone’s
looking at us. Leave the store quickly and don’t buy the candy!

Pause the tape. Read the description and ratings below. Then rate this parent’s skill in this area. Circle your initial

score in the list below. Then resume the tape.

4a. Cooperation. Parents need to understand the difference between demanding obedience and engaging cooperation. Parents
teach blind obedience by telling children what to do in a way that orders or threatens the child with an adult’s
authority/power. Parents engage cooperation by pointing out the value of the request, describing the desired behavior
(avoiding “no” and “don’t”) or offering choices within limits. Would this parent’s response probably start a power struggle or
does the parent share power/control, using positive words?

3 or below: a parent uses threats of punishment to get the child to obey. If the parent actually follows through with punishment,
give a lower score, depending on how harsh the punishment is.

4: a parent demands obedience, uses threats of punishment or tells the child what not to do. 

5: a parent demands obedience, tells the child what not to do, but doesn’t threaten the child with punishment.

6: a parent tells the child what to do or asks the child to cooperate but doesn’t offer choices within limits. 

7: a parent states the value of the request and tells the child what to do but doesn’t offer choices within limits. 

8: a parent states the value of the request and offers the child choices within bottom-line limits. 

9+: a parent explains the value of the request, offers the child choices within bottom-line limits, and seeks a win/win solution.
Higher scores show a parent’s belief in shared power and consistent use of the cooperation tools in The Parent’s Toolshop. 

On the blank scoring grid (pg. 48), record the score for 4a that the group agreed to. 

Pause the tape. Read the description and ratings below. Then rate this parent’s skill in this area. Circle your initial

score in the list below. Then resume the tape.

4b. Intentional Misbehavior. Parents need to recognize when misbehavior is serving a purpose and what that purpose

is. Effective parents show children how to meet their behavior “goals” through positive behavior. Ineffective parents react to
intentional misbehavior, which escalates the problem or gives the child a payoff that reinforces the goal. Does this parent
recognize the purpose behind intentional misbehavior and skillfully redirect the child? (Also see #6.) 

3 or below: a parent doesn’t recognize the goal of the misbehavior and reacts in a negative, critical, or punishing way. 

4: a parent doesn’t recognize the behavior goal and reacts unhelpfully.

5: a parent doesn’t recognize the behavior goal and reacts somewhat unhelpfully.

6: a parent doesn’t recognize the behavior goal but the parent’s reaction is somewhat helpful.

7: a parent recognizes the behavior goal and responds somewhat helpfully.

8: a parent recognizes the behavior goal and skillfully redirects the child. 

9+: a parent recognizes the behavior goal and redirects the child by showing the child how to meet his/her goal through positive
behavior. Higher scores show a parent’s skills in using the theories and skills The Parent’s Toolshop teaches. 

On the blank scoring grid (pg. 48), record the score for 4b that the group agreed to. 

Insert the following scores for the reaming skills on your scoring grid: Communication = 4, Discipline = 4, Anger

Management = 5
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260. To get a final “average” score for an individual parent,                         all the

ratings and divide by (#)        ratings. 

261. To calculate class averages, add each                         parent’s final score and

divide by the number of                         you have for that class.

262. Note: More unskillful parents may have                         pre- and post scores,

but their improvement (the difference between                        - and                      

 - tests) may still be                        .

Record the score on the Evaluation Summary form (on next page) according to the

video instructions.
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EVALUATION SUMMARY REPORT

CLASS: TOT9/98

CLIENT #   PRE-    

SCORE

 POST-    

SCORE

DIFFER-

ENCE

   # OF 8

SESSIONS

6 MONTH

TW498-01BB 4.45 5.45 1.00 5

TOT998-02RB 4.55 5.64 1.09 5

TOT998-03MB 5.09 7.18 2.09 7

TOT998-04CS 5.09 9.66 4.57 7

TOT998-05DS 5.27 8.55 3.28 6

TOT998-06JJ 4.18 6.73 2.55 6

TOT998-07KK 5.73 9.82 4.09 8

TOT998-08PL 4.64 7.64 3.00 6

TOT998-09DM 4.27 8.27 4.00 6

TOT998-10TR 4.27 8.09 3.82 8

TOT998-11DS 4.18 5.27 1.09 5

TOT998-12BS 4.91 9.82 4.91 6

TOT998-13LS 4.91 5.91 1.00 5

TOT998-14MW 4.64 INCOM PLETE 4

14 4.73 7.54 2.81 6.00 0.00

TOTAL #: 14 AVERAGES:
% Graduate: 13 of 14 = 92 %

PROGRAM EVALUATIONS: Total # of evaluations received: 11
(Following numbers are in percentages. ie., 5 of 6 = 83%)

Excellent Good
Presenter       90% 10/11 10%
Materials: 72% 8/11 28%
% who said they gained new knowledge: 100%
% of custodial parents who use the skills with their children: 100% 9/11 (18% (2/11) non-custodial.)
% who use in adult relationships: 90%
% who said they'd recommend the program to others: 100%
% presenter prepared (100%) and knew topic: 100%

- - - - - -

263. True or False (circle one) Each person should complete a Program Evaluation form for every program

Calculating Program Evaluation Results

Use the sample on the following page to tally program evaluation results that you will record on your Evaluation
Summary and Probationary Report. These results for this sample class are already recorded on the Evaluation
Summary above. 
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264. Note: For numbers 3 and 4, (circle these below) you are not looking at what the

ratings are, but            or          , whether the participant felt he/she gained new

knowledge. If the answer to #4 is higher than #3, put a hash mark by “             

.” If the answer to #4 is equal to or lower than #3, put a hash mark by “           .”

265. If you get any scores or evaluation ratings that may be invalid,                        

and                         them. (See grid example.)

266. On #11, report a percentage of the parents who                         of their children

and practice the skills.
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267. For court-mandated parents, the packet has a report you can send to                    

                          . Send these only if they are                         and the client has     

                                         .

268. If asked to testify in court, ask if you can submit a                         that your

report is                         and that you                         the report.

269. If you are subpoenaed to defend the tool in court,                         should testify

to the tool’s validity.

270. Be careful how you word your concerns about                        . Be sure your

statements are                         and                        .

271. To custom-design assessment tools for other programs, using this tool:

a. The program must focus on                        . 

b. You can cut/paste from                                               .

c. If you want to assess a skill that is not included in the packet, follow this

format:

i. Name the                         you want them to learn,

ii.                       what people skillful and unskillful people do

iii. Establish                                                ratings 3-9

272. If you need benchmark statistics for Parents Toolshop programs, 8 years of

field-test results are on the                        .

273. Parents (circle one) can/cannot know their skill assessment results.

274. Are there any remaining questions you have or any points you’d like to discuss

with your GF Certification Liaison?
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CONGRATULATIONS!!!

You’ve finished watching all the videos and completing this study guide! Now, it’s time to create your own video,
fill out a few forms and submit all your materials for final certification.

Practice Presentation Video 

Guidelines

• Arrange to make your presentation to a group of at least 4 adults. These people can be anyone: friends, family,
neighbors, etc. 

• Content: choose one section from one toolset to present. (Tapes 2-4 tell you how to present this.)
• You can follow the class outline in your binder, modify it to fit your personal style, or plan a presentation that

doesn’t follow the outline — the bottom line is that it covers the key points of that section, as indicated in the
outline.

• You only have 20-30 minutes for your presentation. Plan accordingly. Start a timer when you begin.
• Prep your audience: (This time does not count toward your 20-30 minutes.) 

• Give each participant the special “Practice Presentation Evaluation Form” in this packet.
• Have the participants read the instructions at the top of that form.
• Summarize for the participants:

• Where you are in the full-length class, what session this is.
• What they would have already learned (so they know what they should already know) 

• When your time is up, have each participant complete the evaluation form and give it to you.

Presentation Pointers: 

• Do not lecture at the group. Plan discussion-generating questions.
• Be interactive, whether through group activities, questions or practice exercises.
• Keep the group energy high. Don’t let them fall asleep!
• Anticipate challenges parents might give you and prepare a response.

Videotaping:

• Home video quality is fine. The Video Certification Liaison is the only who will watch it. 
• Set the camera so you film the entire group (wide angle) and don’t need a camera operator.
• Copy your original footage onto a VHS or SVHS tape (the kind a standard VCR reads). Please do not submit

original mini-cassettes or digital cassettes. 
• Label your videotape with your name, the date and the topic of your presentation.

Submit the following to your video Certification Liaison: 

G This completed workbook and scoring grid
G Your practice presentation video 
G All the practice presentation participants’ evaluation forms
G The loose Group Facilitator forms:

G The Group Facilitator Directory form.
G The Leader skill assessment. This is similar to the parenting skill assessment you completed with your

pre-certification study guide, but the situations are leadership scenarios. Without looking at your notes
(you can’t in real life!!), complete the questionnaire according to its directions.

G Read, complete and sign the Group Facilitator Agreement, which you’ll fill out at each recertification.

i The postmark on your submission package must be on or before your video training deadline. (7 weeks from
your date of purchase. We allowed 1 week for shipping the tapes to you.)
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After reviewing your submission, your video Certification Liaison will return the workbook and practice video,
with a participation certificate for the 15-hour video training.

What’s Next: Probationary Period

The remaining form in this packet is your Probationary Report. During your probation, you need to:
• Teach 2 hours of Toolshop programming that covers at least 3 toolsets
• Have each participant complete a program evaluation form
• Tally the results (using the instructions you learned in the skill assessment section of the video training, Tape

6.)
• Complete and submit the report. 

Reminders About Probation: 

• This “probationary” program is different from the “practice” program you will videotape for this video
training program. That was for practice and very time limited. Your probationary program will be for real and
you don’t need to videotape it.

• Give each participant in your probationary presentation a Program Evaluation Form. * Note: this form is in
your Group Facilitator binder. It’s the form we learned how to use and tally in the skill assessment section of
these tapes. This form is different from the “Practice Presentation” evaluation form, which you will only use
for your practice video, then never again. 

• You have up to six months to do your probationary program and submit your report, but you can do it sooner,
if you want.
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